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 Ram Pride incorporated has been transformed recently into an animal and 

products company. After 2 years of sleeping aids, Ram Pride Inc. has 

restructured into a family and environmentally friendly, affordable animal 

retailer. In Ram Pride Inc. products range from domestic animals to virtual 

animals to other animal products. Luxury items include our highly demanded 

crossbred, exotic animals that create a new and interesting option that most 

people can only dream of owning, with luxury products to go with the pets. 

Consumers can fulfill their dreams with us at a low price, while staying “green”. 

Ram Pride Inc. will primarily target virtual enterprise students around the world 

who are enthusiasts. Our secondary target market will be our past customers 

that are interested in a long lasting, healthy companion. We researched real 

world companies and based our margins off of the prices we saw on their 

products. By the end of April 2018, we plan to have $300,000 cash in the bank. 

By efficiently offering a wide variety of products, Ram Pride Inc. provides 

convenience to VE employees by allowing them to quickly purchase their animal 

and the means to care for it without sacrificing their value for affordable and 

eco-friendly products. 

Ram Pride INC is a virtual enterprise business, Originally Ram pride INC was 

established in 2014.  We were founded by Julie Erway. Ram Pride INC is located 

in Montrose Michigan at Hill McCloy High school. Ram Pride INC is a C- 

corporation which is liability only on corporation. Ram Pride INC started out 

selling sleep aids and have now went to selling pets and pet products. 


